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After four excavation campaigns at Lake Nemi 
the principal outlines of the northern part of an 
extensive villa structure situated immediately 
to the west of the lake have been fairly well de-
fined' and the time therefore seems ripe for a 
status report on the general character of the 
finds .2 The large number of finds - a total of 
157,075 objects found in forty-eight trenches' 
(Fig. 1) - outlines the chronological framework 
and the date of the villa structure from the late 
Republican period until the second half of the 
2nd century AD. Besides permitting the dating 
of the actual remains and the four phases 
of the large structure, the finds offer evidence 
of human activity in the area near Lake Nemi 
from the 2nd millennium BC to the present 
day. 

A fundamental problem when interpreting 
the various parts of the villa is the fact that al-
most none of the finds were discovered in their 
original context due to the disturbance of the 
villa which started in the late 2 century AD

and continued during later periods. The mate-
rial is furthermore characterized by being ei-
ther ruined or highly fragmentary. Apart from 
some lamps and a few other objects nothing is 
preserved in its entirety. 

In what follows I shall first discuss the finds 
related to the interior and exterior embellish-
ment of the villa, and then briefly present some 
of the groups represented among the finds re-
lated first to the period before the villa was 
built, then to the villa itself and finally to the 
period when the villa was abandoned and de-
molished. 

Finds related to the construction and to the exte-
rior embellishment of the villa 

Brick and tile 
Not surprisingly, the largest group of finds con-
sist of bricks and tiles, some of which are 
stamped .4 The material seems quite homoge-
neous but due to the re-cutting and reuse of the 

1. The excavation of the northern part of the villa was ter-
minated after four campaigns, and the fifth and last 
campaign (2003) will investigate the southern section. 
For the architectural structures see Guldager Bilde 
2003 and supra. 

2. The find registration team consisted of Ria Berg (Fin-
land) and Christina Helander (Sweden) and was direct-
ed by the author. The registration of the finds was part-
ly carried Out at Nemi during the actual excavation, 
partly during working campaigns in Rome in January. 
The washing, classification according to types of mate-
rial, counting, numbering, and the first part of the com-
puter registration took place during the summer cam-
paigns and was mainly done by Ulla S. Jensen but also 
by Stine Toft Jensen, Louise Mejer, Mette C. Hermann-
sen (Denmark) and Solveig Maria Heidberg (Island). 
Soren Fredsiund Andersen (Denmark), Gunnar Elling-
sen and Nils Ole Sundet (Norway) carried out the pho-
tographic documentation. A number of students made 
the drawings of the finds during the campaigns and 
scanned them so that each catalogue entry is provided

with a drawing and a photo of the actual find. The sys-
tem was devised by Soren Fredsiund Andersen and Pie 
Guldager Bilde (Denmark), and developed by Harri 
Kiiskinen (Finland) and Claus Hurup (Denmark), cf. S. 
Fredsiund Andersen & P.G. Bilde, Nemi. Loc. Santa 
Maria and the application of computer technologies in 
field excavation, CSA Newsletter 13.1.2000 (http:/ www 
/csanet.org/newsletter/spring00/nls000 1 html). 

3. Each diagnostic find is characterized by a number of 
pieces of information. Each fragment has two letters 
(AA-AX, BA-BC, CA-CL, DA-DL) referring to the trench 
in which it was found. The Z-numbers (Z-ZD) refer to 
stray finds or upper layers of trenches excavated with 
an excavator. Usually each find is characterized by 
three figures: the soil block, the soil block unit, and the 
consecutive diagnostic number inside each trench. The 
numbers starting with 98,99,00,01 refer to finds meas-
ured by the total station each year, and Cl 0 1- 1095 thus 
refers to an object measured in trench CI in 2001. 

4. The pantiles are generally made of a coarse fabric domi-
nated by dark brownish-red or purple lumps of poz-


